Volkswagen carburetor adjustment

Note: Before we begin to adjust the carburetor, the valves, points, and timing should be set.
This is important, and they should be done in the right order, as you start with a cold engine,
and end with it warm. These topics are addressed in the following in this document see links
below; for more detail, refer to our Tune-Up Procedures. Setting the Valves. Setting the Points.
Setting the Timing. Checking the Choke. Adjusting the Carburetor. Valve adjustment is always
done with the engine stone cold. That includes engines with a number starting B Some folks
find that this is too tight after the engine warms and use 0. I've always used the factory setting
on my H That's engines with a number starting AB The aim of the tappet valve setting is to
provide virtually NO gap when the engine is at operating temperature. The points are adjusted
to. Replace them if the contacts are pitted or the cam rubbing block is badly worn. Add a touch
of grease to the cam lobs at the same time. Also pull off the rotor arm and take a look in the
centre of the spindle it rides on. If your distributor has a felt pad in there, put a few drops of oil
engine oil is fine on it to lubricate the distributor drive - don't overdo it though - a few drops
only. Some distributors don't have this felt pad - in that case skip this procedure. The
compression ratio also plays a part â€” the early low compression engines need a little more
advance, and the later higher compression engines usually have a little less advance. The usual
timing settings are:. This is set static - engine off or at idle with a timing light and the vacuum
line disconnected. In the USA, cars with the H and B series engines and a single vacuum
distributor used zero advance â€” TDC - as an idle setting, as an early attempt at emissions
reduction. This also reduced the maximum advance at higher revs. Many folks have found that
the 7. Engines using the double vacuum distributor first introduced in - 5ATDC, as a further
atempt to reduce emissions at idle. These distributors were not used much outside the USA. In
other countries, the engine had a single vacuum double advance distributor, which was then
fitted to USA cars from onwards. The reason for this is that the s vary in the total amount of
advance they make, and the maximum advance is more important than idle advance. The
normal setting is a max advance of BTDC. Try the 32 degree setting first. Don't use less than 28
degrees. The idle advance will then usually fall in at about BTDC. Please note that the was
designed to be used on VW industrial engines generators, compressors and such, which ran at
near constant speeds. It was never designed for engines used on the road with their continually
varying load and rpms. VW never used the distributor for any of it's beetle models, and so,
although it will work, you may get flat spots and poor pick-up when using this distributor.
Because it actually has less total advance than most vacuum distributors which can provide up
to about degrees when the engine needs it, the will usually have worse fuel economy too. Now
start the engine and warm it up. Take the air cleaner off the top of the carburetor if it's the oil
filled type be careful, you don't want a shoe full of oil and check that the choke butterfly is
standing vertical. If it isn't, run the engine some more to make sure it's thoroughly warm, and
check the choke butterfly again. If it is not standing vertical or almost vertical, the butterfly
needs adjusting or fixing another topic. It's important to set the valves, points, timing and check
the choke in this order before setting the carburetor, they all work together for a smooth
running engine. The designations on the adjustment screws on the left side of the carburetor
are reversed. The larger screw on the top is the Bypass Screw, and the lower smaller one is the
Volume Control Screw - not the other way around as the older Haynes Manual indicates. Other
than that, we have found the Haynes Manual to be an excellent resource. It has three separate
fuel circuits in it only two in older carburetors , and the rpm idle is designed so the airflow
through the carburetor is balanced for the idle circuit fuel flow. That's why it has both Volume
and Bypass screws in the side the earlier ones had only Volume screws , located on the left side
of the carburetor. This way the idle speed can be set correctly using the Bypass screw without
touching the screw on the throttle arm, which has to be set exactly right. Make sure that all the
hoses are in place and the gasket at the base of the carburetor is sealing properly no vacuum
leak. Install the air cleaner the carburetor expects it to be there. Turn on the engine and run it
until it is warm, then switch it off. The first step is to set the throttle plate. Back off the Fast Idle
Adjuster also called the throttle screw located at the top of the throttle arm. You will find the
throttle arm on the left side of the carburetor, connected at the bottom to the accelerator cable,
which runs forward to the accelerator pedal. The Fast Idle Adjuster works with the choke to give
a smooth idle on a cold engine. As the choke warms in lock step with the warming engine,
hopefully the choke butterfly valve in the throat of the carburetor opens and the Fast Idle
Adjuster screw moves down the steps of the choke fast idle cam, reducing the cold-engine idle
speed down to the warm-engine idle speed. This destroys the idle geometry, and the car won't
run right. This sets the throttle butterfly open the required 0. You can now use the Bypass
Screw read on to set the idle speed correctly. From this point on, leave the Fast Idle Adjuster
screw alone. Next set the idle mixture. This is done using the Volume Control Screw. Note: The
Volume Control Screw is the smaller of the two adjusting screws, located on the left side of the

carburetor just above the Idle Cutoff solenoid which has a black wire from the positive side of
the coil attached to it. The Volume Control Screw is used to set the idle mixture. Note: Before
setting the Volume Control Screw per the step below, turn the Bypass Screw the larger screw in
the left side out 2. Now unscrew it exactly 2. This is the initial setting. Note: Though you want to
be careful to not screw the Volume Control Screw in too far, you also want to make sure that it
is initially firmly seated before unscrewing it as specified. If you don't start with the Volume
Control Screw firmly seated, you may have trouble adjusting the idle with the Bypass Screw , to
the point where you may have it turned all the way in and still have the idle too high. This
condition will cause stumbling on acceleration if not corrected. Make sure the automatic choke
is fully open â€” pull and release the throttle arm if needed so the stepped cam rotates and the
Fast Idle Adjuster is sitting at the bottom of the stepped cam. Now to set the idle speed. This is
done by using the Bypass Screw. Note: Again, the idle speed is NOT set with the Fast Idle
Adjuster on the top of the throttle arm as it is on the older 28 and 30 series carburetors - though
its name Fast Idle Adjuster would lead you to think that its used to set the idle. As a starting
point, turn the larger Bypass Screw whichever way most likely out to set the idle at rpm fast idle
if you don't have a tachometer. For a semi-automatic car, use rpm. It's far better to have the idle
speed a little fast than too slow. Note: See our Tune-Up Procedure for instructions on how to
attach and use a dwell-tachometer. With the engine warmed up, idling at about rpm, and the
choke fully open, go back to the Volume Screw and adjust it slowly to obtain the fastest
smoothest running idle speed this is usually out - counter-clockwise. Then turn the Volume
Control screw back IN clockwise very slowly until the engine speed drops by about rpm. Go
back to the larger Bypass screw again to reset the idle speed to - rpm. Again, a little fast is
better than too slow. Too slow of an idle speed can cause the engine to overheat when you stop
at the lights after a good run, as the cooling fan will not be producing enough cooling air to
cope with the residual heat in the engine. Note: If you find it difficult or impossible to make
these settings, it is possible that you could have stripped threads on any of these adjusters, a
damaged hole for the tapered screw, or a damaged needle valve or O-ring. It is also possible
that you have a vacuum leak i. This can cause among other things adjustment of the carburetor
impossible. See our Discussion of Air Inleakage , which includes diagnosis and repair. That's it
- you're done. Your engine should be purring like a kitten! Design by Erin. The usual timing
settings are: engines with single vacuum distributor - 10BTDC. Please make sure that the Fuel
Pump is in good working order. Install a new inline Fuel Filter to prevent dirt and grit for
contaminating the fuel circuits of the carburettor. The tiniest amounts of "grit" can cause
blockages in the fuel circuit in the carburetor new or old causing poor idle, poor acceleration.
Clamp the ends and connections of the fuel hose. So that no fuel can come out and cause
problems. Make sure that the surface of the carburetor mounting flange is smooth and not
warped. A warped mounting flange can cause a potential vacuum leak. Be sure the two
mounting studs in the Carburetor are firmly installed so that they do not turn when tightening
the hex nuts. Place the Carburetor Base Gasket on the base of the Carburetor through the two
studs. This gasket is installed "dry". Use two 8mm thread 13mm hex nuts along with two 8mm
ID flexible lock washers also called "wavy" lock washers. Carefully tighten the hex nuts,
alternating back and forth between each nut to equally torque the Carburetor base down to the
flange to prevent the Carburetor Base and the mounting flange from warping. Torque the hex
nuts at 14 foot-pounds 2. Move the Throttle Arm on the Carburetor to its fully open position,
thread the cable end through the Barrel Nut Assembly, then tighten the bolt of the Assembly.
Have your friend release the Accelerator Pedal and the Throttle Arm should return to the fully
closed position. The Throttle Plate Adjustment is now properly set. Remember to use a hose
clamp at each fitting! Connect the Vacuum hose 3. Otherwise, cap this fitting with a vacuum
plug. On the top of the Carburetor Base, there is a vacuum fitting at a 45 degree angle. If you are
using either one of these attach the vacuum hose between the Carburetor and specific device
previously mentioned. Start the vehicle and allow it to fully warm up and the Choke is fully
open. After the engine is fully warmed up, adjust the idle with a screwdriver at the large Air
Bypass Screw on the left side of the Carburetor. Counter-Clockwise increases the idle,
Clockwise decreases the idle. Read just your idle speed at the Air Bypass Screw appropriately
afterwards. Again, after this done, read just your idle speed at the Air Bypass Screw
appropriately. Ignition Timing. Proper timing is very important not only have the engine idle
properly, but to be sure that the entire engine performance is efficient throughout the entire
powerband while driving. Actual timing is determined by what distributor the engine is using,
not by the engine. If timing is retarded too low, detonation can also occur and poor acceleration
response will happen. How can you know what distributor you have so that proper timing can
be accomplished? Look at the distributor casing and you will see a set of numbers stamped on
the side of this casing. In most cases, there will be two lines of numbers. One set of numbers

beginning with "" followed by 6 digits is the Bosch number. The other set of numbers beginning
with , , , , or is the Volkswagen number. The Bosch number set is the best guide as to the
distributor you have to determine proper timing. The "Application" column will show what the
distributor was originally installed on. Once you have the specifications, you can properly time
your engine. Of course, it should be noted that before timing takes place, the points and
condenser should be in good working order, the points properly gapped at. Replace any or all of
these or efforts at proper timing will be poor at best. The use of a Mechanical Advance
Distributor, such as a "", "", "", or "" will in almost all cases result in hesitation from a standing
stop. The purpose of the Vacuum Assist Distributor is that it will detect by way of the Vacuum
Advance Circuit Hose from the Carburetor to the Distributor immediately the momentary
acceleration characteristics. Mechanical Advance Distributors, no matter how finely tuned and
timed, will ever eliminate fully the "hesitation" problem that people encounter when trying to
adjust the timing or the Carburetor Accelerator Pump. The Mechanical Advance just cannot
detect the immediate changes of carburetor acceleration that a Vacuum Advance circuit is able
to do. This is why many experienced VW mechanics will not recommend a Mechanical Advance
only distributor in this installation. There are a few areas to look at when troubleshooting this
problem. Does the engine run fine when cold and the Choke is closed? Does the engine begin
to stall out as the Choke opens? If not, that needs to be replaced Note: This would have been
detected when checking and adjusting the timing in the Ignition Area above, but it bears
mentioning here as well. If this is bad, Carburetor usually has to be replaced. Even the most
minute of unseen cracks or loose clamps can cause a vacuum leak - Check and replace if
necessary. To check for leaks in all the places mentioned, use a spray bottle with soapy water
and spray these places. You should hear a "clicking" sound which indicates the Solenoid is
working. If not, replace the Solenoid. These should be checked, cleaned and blown out with
compressed air. Be sure to blow out the Idle Jet Hole the jet screws into as well. Check the Fuel
Pump to be sure a steady flow is being provided. This requires temporarily installing a fuel
pressure gauge between the Pump and the Carburetor to be sure of the pressure rating between
3 and 5psi. Minimum delivery capacity is cc per minute at approximately rpm engine speed.
Replace it if necessary. In addition, be sure your Fuel Tank is clean and not full of rust flakes,
which would clog the Fuel Screen. There are generally two areas to look at when
troubleshooting this problem. The first is the Carburetor, the second is the Ignition System.
Here are the possible Carburetor specific causes for hesitation: a Accelerator Pump passages
or Check Ball is sticking from dirt b Torn Accelerator Pump Diaphragm c Idle Adjustment is
incorrect usually too low d Amount of fuel injected is incorrect this is corrected by readjusting
the Accelerator Pump, which should not be needed as a new Carburetor is bench flowed at the
manufacturer to set this properly. In relation to the "amount of fuel injected", there is a critical
area that is often overlooked and that is the brass Fuel Dump Tube in the carburetor throat near
the Choke Flap. The positioning of this brass tube is critical dependent on the carburetor model.
If this tube is missing, it will have to be replaced. The Fuel Dump Tube can be carefully moved
to accomplish this. A straight of fuel shot down the carburetor throat like the earlier carburetor
models will definitely result in a "hesitation" situation. In addition, vacuum leaks as described
previously will result in hesitation. Be sure to check all of the problem areas previously
mentioned and correct if necessary. In the area of Ignition, incorrect timing can be the culprit.
Be sure that your distributor is timed correctly. Everyone on our customer care team is an
experienced VW owner and works in our office. Rest easy knowing real people are ready to help
you. Enclosed Step-by-Stepâ€¦. Related guides. Full Flow Oil Coolingâ€¦. Serpentine Pulley
Beltâ€¦. Performance Aircooledâ€¦. Solex Carb Tuning Workshop. So that no fuel can come out
and cause problems 4. Area 3 - Ignition 1. Troubleshooting - Stalling At Idle 1. Troubleshooting Hesitation 1. Amazing Customer Service. Nothing is ever outsourced. View All Products.
Enclosed Step-by-Stepâ€¦ Read More. Begin by insuring that for initial carburetor set up all the
air by-pass screws should be in closed position. These are not normally used in standard
carburetor adjustment. Note to do this, loosen the pinch nut, then turn the screw all the way in
until seated, then re-secure the pinch nut. When doing multiple carburetors all linkage should
be disconnected. All carbs should be bench adjusted to same setting. Set the idle mixture screw
to one turn out form lightly seated. When checking the seated position to make only light
contact with seat, aggressive seating will damage needle and seat of carburetor,. Adjustment if
possible should be to find smoothest idle with each mixture screw on all carburetors. Some
prefer to do one barrel of each carburetor then come back and do the second barrel. Start
engine as long as engine starts and runs do not turn up idle speed first. After preliminary lean
best setting of idle. Check carburetors for synchronization. Commonly done by checking lead or
front barrel of each carburetor. You will always want to bring high flow carburetor down to
match the low flow carburetor. If this cannot be done you will need to recheck bench assembly

for binding throttle in high flow carb. Once you have matched both carburetors you will need to
set the idle to the desired idle speed setting. This will be done by adjusting both carbs up or
down the same amount and re checking for synchronization. Make one last check of lean best
smoothest running position idle on all mixture screws one last time. Best idle should end up
with the mixture screws at or near one turn off seat. Check rule of thumb for idle jet selection on
the other side of this page. Everyone on our customer care team is an experienced VW owner
and works in our office. Rest easy knowing real people are ready to help you. Enclosed
Step-by-Stepâ€¦. Related guides. Full Flow Oil Coolingâ€¦. Serpentine Pulley Beltâ€¦.
Performance Aircooledâ€¦. Oil Pump Guides. Technical Docs have your say 1. Some prefer to do
one barrel of each carburetor then come back and do the second barrel 4. Amazing Customer
Service. Nothing is ever outsourced. View All Products. Enclosed Step-by-Stepâ€¦ Read More.
Last Updated: September 5, References Approved. To create this article, volunteer authors
worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more It has
three separate fuel circuits in it. We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us
to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our
work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private
browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an
account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree
to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article
Explore this Article Steps. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. All rights
reserved. This image may not be used by other entities without the express written consent of
wikiHow, Inc. Ensure the engine is warm and the choke butterfly standing upright. Ensure the
air cleaner is ON when adjusting the carburetor. Locate the throttle arm on the left side of the
carburetor. On the top of the throttle arm, facing to the rear of the car, is a screw called the Fast
Idle Adjuster. This works with the choke to give a smooth idle on a cold engine. As the choke
warms in concert with the warming engine, the butterfly valve in the throat of the carburetor
opens and the Fast Idle Adjuster moves down the stepped cam, reducing the engine idle speed.
Make sure that the choke is fully open and the Fast Idle Adjuster screw is resting on the very
bottom of the stepped cam. Unscrew the Fast Idle Adjuster screw until it is clear of the stepped
cam. Screw it in until it just touches the very bottom of the stepped cam -- NOT on any of the
steps themselves. This sets the throttle butterfly open the required 0. Turn the Bypass Screw
the larger one out a couple of turns, to get things started. Start the engine and use the Bypass
Screw to set the idle at rpm. Go back to the Volume Screw and adjust it usually out -counter-clockwise slowly to obtain the fastest idle. Turn the screw back IN very slowly until the
revs drop by about rpm. Use the Bypass screw again to reset the idle speed to - rpm. If you find
it difficult or impossible to make these settings, it is also possible that you have a vacuum leak
i. I had the same issue. First, make sure you adjust carb after the engine is warmed up per the
directions above. The "Volume Control" jet is usually the issue when it does not idle correctly.
Make sure it is not more than 2. If you hear any backfiring, even the slightest, the volume
control jet is out too far and dumping too much fuel. Check the "O" ring on both "by-pass" and
"Volume Control" jets. As you adjust out, the tightness should be consistent, otherwise the "O"
ring is bad. Yes No. Not Helpful 4 Helpful I have a VW Beetle. I have had it for 10 years and am
starting to have issues with it. It struggles to pick up speed, and going up a hill is a no-go. I
have changed the battery and air filter. What else should I do? Ginger Benson. You may want to
check your hoses and connections for a vacuum leak. You'll lose power. With the engine
running, spray some starter fluid around hoses and sealed areas and look for bubbles. Not
Helpful 6 Helpful 5. Make sure your accelerator pump is working, if there's an adjustment adjust
it so you get a good strong stream coming out. Make sure you have power to your air bypass
valve, and look for leaks at the intake gasket. You might even have your float set too low, make
sure it is at the top of the bowl, usually one thin copper washer under float valve. Yes, you will
probably have to take it off and apart, it's easier on a bench. Put it back on. It could be a lot of
things, as I didn't even mention the choke or vacuum leak. But make sure she squirts first and
foremost. If you still can't find the problem, take it to a mechanic. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 3. I have
a '74 VW Beetle. It runs fine going down the road, but stalls at every stop. Would adjusting the
carburetor fix this? Sounds more like you have a blocked idle channel or jet. You may be able to
adjust it to run properly, but once the trapped debris breaks free, you'll have to adjust it again. I
recommend removing and cleaning the carb, and change the air and fuel filters. Idle speed and
mixture should be adjusted with the air filter in place. The timing is set, the valves are okay, but
the car still backfires. What could be the problem? You are timed to the wrong cylinder. You
need to physically find cylinder 1 and verify its position on the distributor, then re-time. Take
out spark plug 1. Find a piece of good tubing - soft fuel line is perfect. Make sure it's in good

shape, you do not want anything falling off in the cylinder. Stick the tubing down the spark plug
hole. Hand crank the engine counterclockwise until you feel the cylinder coming all the way up
TDC. Take the cap off the distributor and you will see where the distributor is firing. There are a
hundred reasons why this may not match any diagrams. Then from that point, make sure it's in
correct firing order: Reassemble and re-time. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. What is the starting point
of the bypass screw? Bottom it out and then back out a certain amount of turns? Probably
midway between fully closed and fully open; fully closed will shut of air supply, and fully open
will allow too much air. Aim for an initial running rpm of about ; this should put you in the
ballpark for volume screw adjusting. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 2. How can I make sure that my
settings are all correct after I cleaned my Volkswagen Beetle's carburetor? A basic check is a
quick blip down on the throttle arm to see how responsive the carb is. Any hesitation, missing
or backfiring means you have to check your settings again. No carb settings should be done
unless the basic plug gaps, points gaps, timing and valve settings are correct. Should my
generator on my bug be very hot to the touch when running for 20 minutes? It should be good
and warm, but not hot enough to burn you. Generator is also part of the cooling system, and
drives the fan. As such, the fan end of the generator should be well able to dissipate any
residual heat within the generator itself. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. What is going on when I try to
warm the engine by starting it, but it takes three or four attempts for it to start? Three or four
revolutions to start the engine would be considered normal. Three or four starting sessions
would point to some issues in the starting circuit - probably dirty plugs or no points gap. If the
engine makes absolutely no attempt to start, it may also be a petrol issue. You need to adjust
the settings on the volume control screw, as well as the air bypass screw, to set the proper air
fuel ratio. Unanswered Questions. I got a Volkswagen Beetle in a trade. It is very difficult to get
it to start, and when I do get it started, it will idle up high then idle down low. What can I do?
Engine does not want to idle. Carb is clean. Once running of idle it runs good but try to idle and
it dies. I followed how to adjust and none of the adjustments change anything. No vacuum
leaks. What should I do? Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 1. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Safety should always be your 1 focus
when working on a vehicle. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 7. Updated:
September 5, Categories: Engine Parts Volkswagen Vehicles. Thanks to all authors for creating
a page that has been read , times. I have read many books and owned many Volkswagens.
These are by far the best instructions on carburetor adjustment. Allen Hagenson Aug 29, Never
messed with a VW before, no books on small stuff. Gives me a starting place. Thank you for
info. Chask Holley Aug 20, This helps tremendously with the adjustments. Rated this article:.
John Isles Mar 28, James Faulk Jan 28, Ted DiPerna Nov 15, Kobus Grobler Feb 20, Roy Aug 2,
More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better.
By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article Co-authors: 7.
Tracy Tracy Apr 26, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles
How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy.
Follow Us. Too hard on yourself? Learn how to have kinder self-talk. Take the Course. X Help us
do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! From to , Volkswagen used six different Solex
carburetors. These center-mount, single-barreled carburetors were undersized compared to
carbs from other automakers, so they restricted gas mileage and performance on VWs during
those years. If your classic Volkswagen is underpowered and sluggish, a good replacement
carburetor will give it a new lease on life. Made in Brazil, it has an accelerator pump linkage that
rubs against the alternator, so you have to grind down the alternator casing to get this carb to
fit. Pierburg's linkage easily clears your alternator and the carb has the right port for a vacuum
advance distributor. The company has also earned a reputation for high-quality casting and
machining. As good as these carbs are, they don't have the best throttle shaft bushings.
Pierburg bushings are made of soft aluminum, so they can wear out in fewer than three years. If
you replace them with ones made out of brass you'll get a better service life. The Weber IDF is
the hot rod of this bunch and it's made for to cc, dual port engines. According to the January
edition of "Dune Buggies and Hot VWs" magazine, it's also "unquestionably the most popular
line of performance carburetors used on VW's venerable boxer engine. Since the main, idle, air
correction and accelerator pump jets are interchangeable, as are as the emulsion tubes and
venturis, these carbs can be fine tuned to your engine. The website Aircooled. A few of them are
the IDF's compatibility with many engines, engine compartments and air filter assemblies, its
nearly flood-proof float design, a vacuum advance port, four progression holes for smooth
light-accelerator response and its excellent parts availability. His freelance efforts also include a
book. The VW Carburettor. By Rob Boardman. Following are links to various topics discussed
under the general heading of "carburettor. The Carburettor - General Description and

Discussion More Technical Detail. Carburettor Adjustment -. Adjustment of "Single-Screw"
Carburettors. Miscellaneous Topics Related to Carburettor Tuning. Carburetor Overhaul
Disassembly and Cleaning. Carburettor Interchangeability. The Carburettor. Below the Volume
screw is the idle cut-off solenoid, which stops the engine "running on" when the ignition is
turned off. Fairly typical of the later VW carburettors with two adjusting screws in the left side.
Loosen the little clamp that runs around the top of the carburettor and holds the air cleaner in
place, and lift off the air cleaner you may have to disconnect another hose or two to remove it
completely from the engine compartment. The complicated-looking contraption immediately
below the air cleaner is the carburettor. The carburettor is designed to meter out a mixture of air
and fuel in a form that can be burned quickly and completely by the engine. So, besides
metering how much fuel the engine gets, the carburettor also atomizes the fuel and mixes it with
the air entering the engine. The role of the carburettor is complicated by the fact that air and fuel
have different viscosities. What this means is that you can have correct metering at some
engine speeds but not at others. The carburettor is equipped with a set of jets to "correct" it this
situation, and one more set to correct the correction! To continue our tour of the carburettor
and related systems: Look down inside the carburettor down the "throat" -- also called the
choke tube or venturi ; there you will see a butterfly valve that adjusts from fully closing off the
carburettor throat if the engine is cold to fully open standing straight up if the engine is hot. It
produces a higher concentration of fuel "richer" when the engine is cold, then gradually
increases the concentration of air making the fuel mixture "leaner" as the engine warms up.
Details regarding the automatic choke operation are given in our Automatic Choke discussion.
At the bottom of the carburettor is a second butterfly valve, the Throttle Valve you can't see it,
but trust me which opens to supply air and fuel to the intake manifold and on to the engine. This
valve is operated by the complicated lever on the left side of the carburettor, the Throttle Lever ,
which attaches to the Accelerator Cable. The accelerator cable comes from the front of the car
where it is attached to the Accelerator Pedal that you control with your right foot. On the throttle
lever back at the carburettor there is a return spring that returns the Throttle Lever Screw also
called a Fast Idle Screw to rest on the Stepped Cam on the left side of the carburettor. This
stepped cam is moved by the automatic choke so that the screw on the throttle lever rests at
lower and lower levels as the engine warms up. This assures that the engine has a high idle
speed when cold or it would stall , but the idle speed reduces to normal as the engine warm up.
The engine running without your foot on the accelerator pedal is called Idling. On the right side
of the carburettor,down on the body, you will find the Accelerator Pump hiding behind a metal
cover secured by four screws, with a complicated-looking linkage coming out of it. Since there
is another device on the side of the carburettor with a single wire leading to it. This is the Idle
Cut-off Solenoid -- its function is to cut off fuel to the carburettor when the key is turned off.
Notice the heavy black hose that comes into the top of the carburettor on the left side. This is
the fuel supply line. It directs fuel into the bowl of the carburettor through a Float Needle Valve
inside the carburettor bowl -- you can't see it without taking the top of the carburettor off. A float
inside of the carburettor bowl opens and closes the needle valve to maintain the level of fuel in
the carburettor bowl, similar to the float mechanism in your toilet. Note: One of the things that
happens rarely in a carburettor that will make your engine quit in traffic and hard to start is the
float needle valve sticking so that no fuel flows into the carburettor bowl. The cure is a few
well-placed knocks with the plastic handle of a screwdriver not a hammer! If the car makes a
habit of this, its time to rebuild the carburettor and replace the float needle valve, which is
included in most carburettor overhaul kits. On the bottom of the carburettor bowl on the left
side is a large nut. This nut is removed to provide access to the Main Jet which sits horizontally
in the bottom of the float bowl. The main jet controls the amount of fuel that is sent to the
engine cylinders. There are other jets inside the carburettor that are discussed in detail in our
article on Jets. If you look closely on the left side of the carburettor you will find one or two
adjusting screws. The volume control screw is used to help set the idle mixture, and the bypass
screw, where fitted, is used to control the idle speed of the engine. We use these screws to
"tune" the carburettor. Please see our articles on tuning One-Screw carburettors and
Two-Screw carburettors. Follow the fuel supply line down from the top of the carburettor to just
below the Distributor the round orange or black thing with five heavy wires protruding from the
top of it. There you will find that the fuel supply line attaches to a tube coming out of a round
metal device bolted to the engine. This is the Fuel Pump. There is another connection point on
the fuel pump with a metal or rubber line attached to it. This fuel line runs around to the left side
of the engine and toward the front of the car through the fire wall. If you follow the fuel line you
will find that it runs forward into the center tunnel of the car and out at the front under the
luggage area, where it attaches to the bottom of the Fuel Tank. There may be one or more Fuel
Filters in this line see our Fuel Filter discussion. Now return to the engine compartment. If the

intake manifold splits in two on either side, you have what is called a Dual-Port Engine ; if it
continues as a single pipe from head to head, your engine is Single-Port. The twin-port
dual-port heads have two holes in the cylinder head, one for each intake valve, since the split
occurs in the intake manifold itself before it attaches to the cylinder head. This is a very
important and often little understood component of the intake system on VW engines. Inside the
heads are the Intake and Exhaust Valves. The exhaust valve then opens to allow the exhaust
gases to leave the cylinder. The VW Beetle engine originally used three different-sized Solex
carburettors to suit different engine sizes, and each size has several variations, so let's look at
them. Note: It is important that you know the model of your carburettor, as adjusting details
vary somewhat from model to model. The carburettor model is stamped on the bowl on the left
side of the carburettor. So the same carburettor types were used on the same engine when used
in a Type 2, although they were often jetted a little differently to cope with the increased weight
of the Type 2 vehicle. These have a And since the 28 series carburettors don't have a power jet
they run the engine lean at high airspeeds through the carburettor. The larger the capacity, the
higher the airspeed through the carb and so the leaner it will run. These carburettors have a
These have a 24mm throat. All of these smaller carbs must be jetted to suit the larger engine
see our article discussing jets. These all have the same sized venturi 24mm , which allows a
larger airflow than the earlier 28 series - which suits the larger capacities better. The first of that
series carburettor came with no power jet it was designed for the engine , but the later versions
have the power jet and this version is OK on a cc engine. The earlier version is not good on a cc
- it will run the engine very lean hot at higher speeds. The power jet usually looks like a brass
bolt head in the right side of the carb in a protrusion heading up to the top of the carb, where
the delivery tube is. The first dual port s came in , and have a double letter in front of the engine
number, AF or AD for that year. This carburettor usually comes with a very lean main jet as an
emissions thing size or even smaller and a larger than normal idle jet to compensate. On a cc
the main jet should be a size The idle jet should be a size 55, and power jet size Adjusted jetting
is idle 55, main The air correction jet size is very important when using a smaller carburetor on a
larger engine. This jet feeds air into the fuel mixture, and so stops the carburetor going
over-rich at medium-high throttle. The cc DP can flow more air than the cc SP and smaller
engines. And since higher airfow means a higher vacuum in the throat, this sucks in more fuel
for a richer mixture, so you then have to enlarge the air correction jet to match the higher
airflow. If not, the engine will run rich at medium-high throttle. The air correction jet should be
about size Lean jetting makes them hard to keep in tune -- manageable when the engine was
new and tight, but becomes a problem when the engine and carburettor age, get the occasional
leak, and so on. The power jet in the right aside should be a It was working VERY hard with that
engine size, so in when the cc dual port came out in Australia and Europe, they developed a
carburettor with a slightly larger These carburettors have more complex fuel metering which
allows the carburettor to run a little leaner for emissions reasons. These leaner settings also
make the engine harder to tune as it ages the VW engine really prefers to run a little rich , and
so sometimes changes to the fuel jets are needed. The new Bocar carburettors almost always
have very lean jetting which may need alteration. The Pierburg carburettors come with an X
main jet and a 50 idle jet, which usually works ok. It can also be used on slightly larger
capacities like the 87mm cylinders , 88mm cylinders and Bigger than this and the engine will be
under-carbed, limiting any gain from the larger capacity. These have the accelerator pump
linkage that clears the alternator, unlike the Brazilian carb that requires alternator grinding. The
Pierburg models are supposed to have much better casting quality, machining, and almost zero
defect compared to other units. They also have the proper port for SVDA or other vacuum
advance distributors. The Pierburg carburettor comes with an X main jet and a 50 idle jet, as
well as a new choke and idle shut off valve. Dave replaced the size 50 idle jet with a size The
choke and mixture need to be adjusted after installation, of course. However, Dave's euphoria
with the Pierburg carburetor was short-lived. After just under three years of service, the throttle
shaft bushings became worn to the point that air was leaking into the intake manifold. Throttle
Shaft Bushings. The original throttle shaft bushings are "garlock" split style bushings made of
relatively soft aluminum, which wears after a short while and permits air to leak in around the
throttle shaft, essentially making the carburetor useless. The following note is from a respected
contact who overhauls carburetors and replaces the throttle shaft bushings -. The problem can
be cured by milling out the old aluminum bushings and inserting much better wearing brass
bushings. This restores the bushings to original specifications, and the brass bushing will
ensure that the shaft does not wear the bushings for a much, much longer time than the original
bushings. Worn Out Throttle Shaft Bushings. Later Dave replaced the Pierburg carburetor with a
rebuilt German model in which brass throttle shaft bushings had been installed. Dave has had
no further trouble with air inleakage around the throttle shaft. Carburettor Adjustment -- General

Notes. Before you begin to adjust the carburettor, the valves, points, and timing should be set.
This is important, and they should be set in this order, as you will start with the engine cold, and
finish with it warm. It's important to set the valves, points, timing and to check the choke before
setting the carburettor, as they all work together for a smooth running engine. Details regarding
these settings are given in the links below. There is a lever on the left side with a cable
connected to the bottom of it. This is the throttle lever; the cable is the accelerator cable. Note:
Before adjusting the carburettor, it is essential that the accelerator cable be properly adjusted.
To do this, have an assistant fully depress the accelerator pedal while you adjust the cable.
Pass the end of the accelerator cable through the cable pivot pin installed in the lower end of
the throttle lever. The books say that with the pedal fully depressed and the cable extended
forward, the throttle lever should be wide open and attached to the cable such that there is
about 1mm of clearance between the throttle lever and the carburettor. You may find it easiest
to simply note where the clamp goes on the cable end in this position wide open , then let up on
the pedal and make the connection with the system relaxed. Or, if working by myself, I find that I
can come very close by adjusting the cable as follows: With the idle screw against the very
bottom of the stepped cam, pull the cable back finger-tight and snug down the screw to secure
the cable. It takes three hands -- I use my channel lock pliers and hold the end of the cable to
the throttle lever while I tighten the screw with the other hand. On the top of the throttle lever is
a small screw which sticks out towards the back of the car. It is important to note that the fast
idle adjuster sitting on the stepped cam has a different function the old 28 and 30 series
carburettors those with a single adjusting screw in the left side , compared to the newer
carburettors with two adjusting screws in the left side. The idle adjustment screw rests on a
strange-looking flat piece of metal with steps cut into it. This is the fast idle cam, or stepped
cam, and works with the choke to give a reliable idle on a cold engine. The engine must be
warm to set the carburettor so that the choke is off i. Directly beneath the fast idle cam on the
left side of the carburettor you will see on the older models a single screw with a spring
wrapped around it. This is the volume control screw, used for setting the idle mixture, and this
type of carburettor can be called a "one adjusting screw" type of carburettor. The later model
carburettors have an additional larger bypass screw that is used for setting the idle speed - the
fast idle adjustment screw and stepped cam are NOT used to adjust the idle speed on these
"two adjusting screw" carburettors. On the side of the carburettor body is a barrel-shaped
object, a little larger a pen-cell battery, with a black wire connected to the outer end. This is the
idle fuel cutoff valve solenoid. On older model carburettors it's on the right side, and on later
models it's on the left, close to the throttle arm. This valve shuts off the flow of fuel when you
turn off the engine, to prevent "running on. Also attached to this terminal is the black wire that
provides power to the automatic choke. Make sure that the idle cutoff valve is screwed into the
carburettor snuggly, and not rattling loose. Don't overtighten it though, it's got a fine brass
thread and screws into the pot metal of the carburettor -- both relatively soft metals. Note: You
can test the operation of the idle cutoff valve solenoid very easily. Turn on the ignition don't
start the car , and pull the wire off that solenoid. Touch the wire back onto the connector, and
you should hear a clicking sound as the valve inside moves. If you do not hear a clicking sound,
check to make sure there is power 12 volts to the wire small trouble light, voltmeter , etc.
Replace the solenoid if necessary. If it's not working, you won't get a proper idle, and you'll get
rough running at traffic speeds, too. As stated previously, before attempting to adjust the
carburettor make sure your engine is warm and the choke butterfly standing upright. Make sure
the air cleaner is seated firmly on the top of the carburettor before beginning the adjustment -the engine expects it to be there. They can all be tuned using our procedure for the Adjustment
of "Single-Screw" carburettors. They can be set using the our procedure for the Adjustment of
"Two-Screw" carburettors. Someone wrote? Rob wrote? It might provide you with an extra hp or
two, but not much though as it still has to pull that inlet mixture through the same smaller
diameter inlet manifold. So the inlet manifold itself becomes a limiting factor. I don't quite
understand what you are trying to achieve though? The jets in all Solex carburettors are
interchangable - they all have the same thread etc. Just the hole size is different. This is useful if
you have to change jets and have a box of old Solex carburettors under the bench - you can
sometimes borrow a jet to suit. Another person wrote wondering whether a smaller i. Rob
responded -. The 28 series carburettor is really too small for the cc engine. Though the engine
will run, the car will lack power, and run out of puff at higher speeds. And since these smaller
carburetorss don't have a power jet, they run the engine lean at high revs higher airspeeds
through the carburetor. These carbs have a With the thottle open this much, the throttle valve is
also open a bit -- certainly much more than the 0. Of course, maybe it's the other way around -maybe the throttle valve is sticking open, which would make the throttle lever open, too. As you
said in one of your notes, if the throttle valve is not seating properly i. Anyway, this problem is

making it impossible to set the idle screw on the throttle lever, thus making it impossible to set
the idle with the bypass screw on the carburettor. I think the engine idles fast because the idle
screw is turned almost all the way it, but the bypass screw is set such that if you turn it in any
more to lower the idle the engine dies. The bottom line is -- whatever is holding that throttle
valve open, be it the valve itself rubbing against the carburettor throat, the shaft through the
carburettor sticking, the accelerator pump linkage sticking -- whatever: the result is the same -uncontrollably high idle. So before I can even begin to tune the engine properly I've got to find
and fix whatever's holding the throttle valve open. Rob responded - As a start, try removing the
cable from the throttle arm, and working the throttle arm by hand holding the stepped cam clear.
You might just feel something if you are lucky. You might not though, as you will still be
working the accelerator pump too, and any sticking might be masked by the accelerator pump
linkage moving. It shows a cutaway of the carburettor in good detail. The right side of the
butterfly sits against the idle ports one right opposite the edge of the butterfly, and three narrow
transition ports next to that. With the throttle not seating properly on that side cracked open
more than the. Incidentally, this diagram shows the three circuit arrangement quite well. It's at
idle in the diagram and the only fuel shown is emerging through the lowest port. Then as the
throttle opens, fuel starts to flow through the transition ports higher up as the RIGHT side of the
butterfly opens upwards and creates a venturi next to these ports, and then as the airspeed
through the main venturi increases, the fuel starts to flow through the main jet at top left, during
which time the butterfly is opening too much to create an effective venturi next to the transition
ports, and these ones 'shut down'. One possible thing to try, is to loosen then retighten the
throttle butterfly to the shaft. Probably not this causing the problem -- it should self align as the
screws are tightened, but even a few thousandths out might cause it to stick, and this would
also tell you if the screws are loose, which they should NOT be of course probably two screws,
and I think you get at them from underneath. Also look and the sides of the throat where the
butterfly moves. You might be able to see bright 'rub' marks if the butterfly itself is binding on
the sides, or on the outer edges near where it closes. Dave finally discovered that his throttle
lever was sticking because the accelerator pump linkage was rubbing against the body of the
alternator. This can be a problem when a generator is replaced with an alternator in a pre car.
Dave's car is a model, but the engine is The PO who replaced the original '73 engine with a '71
simply put the original ancillary 73 equipment back onto it, not realizing and apparently never
discovering that the larger-circumference alternator was going to interfere with the operation of
the accelerator pump. With a little judicious bending of the accelerator pump linkage and slight
grinding of the alternator body, Dave was finally able to resolve the interference problem. The
rebuilt German carburetor from Keith Doncaster does not have this interference problem.
Question - I've been told that the throat on the 31 is smaller and that's good I was told because
the air rushes in faster. Any comment? Rob responded - Well, yes, that's sort of right. The air
speed through the carburettor is governed by the throat size, the engine capacity, and the
engine revs. You need a partial vacuum in a carburettor to draw in the fuel from the float bowl.
Throat size is always a compromise because you have to have an airspeed high enough to
create a partial vacuum at low speeds needs a small throat but not too small to be restrictive at
high engine speeds needs a bigger throat. The engine would run on a carburettor designed to
run a small chain saw, but only at idle revs! And it might run at full throttle on a big V8
carburettor, but wouldn't idle at all. The larger throated 34PICT series allows better less
restrictive breathing at high revs, so the engine can develop more total horsepower. But it also
has to operate at idle and cruising speeds. So the 34 copes with this by using 3 fuel circuits idle, low speed and main. That's why those who race their VWs are always talking about dual
40mm Kadrons, progressive Webers etc. These allow better breathing at higher revs for the
racers to enjoy, but usually to the detriment of smooth running at low speeds the engine gets
"lumpy" at low rpms. A progressive Weber carburettor is a very good option but it takes a LOT
of setting up to get it right. These have two throats, a smaller one for idling and gentle cruising
about town, and a larger throat which only opens when you step on the gas. The Japanese cars
used to use them a lot. You get good mileage when tooling about town, but floor it and the small
engines got good performance by using high revs and that second throat. Rob wrote - The
normal VW carburettors have just one throat venturi. This is always open it's called a "constant
venturi" carburettor , so there is a huge variation in the amount of vacuum at the venturi,
depending on how open the butterfly is, and of course the engine speed. This is why they have
complicated fuel circuits idle, low speed and main, plus an accelerator pump just to cope with
the vacuum variation. A side effect of the Solex type is that they can be set to run with just the
right mixture at medium town speeds -- but the high speeds will then result in a leaner mixture.
Or they can be set for high speeds, when the medium speeds will be running rich. What does
the bypass screw do? I have screwed it all the way in while it is running and it makes a small

difference in the idle but not much. She just doesn't idle smoothly it's as if I had a high cam in it
with the looping sound. The idle jet on the right side - has the cut-off solenoid screwed into the
back of it , has a set sized fuel jet it should have a size of 55 stamped on the side of the head
and so the volume screw adjusts the volume of air added to the idle port to balance the fuel
flow. Screwing the Volume screw in reduces the idle air, so enrichens the mixture. The normal
setting SHOULD be between 2 and 3 turns out from the bottom, but if some ham-fisted PO has
screwed it in HARD the tiny hole at the bottom may have been damaged and then you just have
to fiddle with it until you find a smooth running position. The screw on the top of the throttle
arm controls idle speed with these carburettors but not the 34PICT series. So you set the idle
speed to rpm or so, then use the volume screw to get the fastest idle, then reset the idle speed
using the throttle arm screw. See the jetting suggestions above. So it is often used with a
non-vacuum distributor like the That presents some problems related to the use of a at any time
- there are discussion pages here on our site for the use of the distributor. Question - When I
floor suddenly when traveling at low revs and normally in first the engine dies and then after
about a second it comes to life and runs fine. Could this be fixed by adjusting idling? Rob
responded - Keep the idle speed up around the mark, and set the Volume screw just on the rich
side. Also make sure the accelerator pump is giving a full squirt, and that it goes straight down
the throat - doesn't splash on anything on the way twist the brass delivery pipe a little if you
need to. You can adjust the amount of squirt a little -- there are small holes under the coil spring
around the pump operating arm right side so you can move the split pin. Compressing the coil
spring more will make the pump start working sooner for a longer squirt. Doing all that will
reduce the hesitation somewhat. And make sure the timing is not retarded from normal at all,
you could even try advancing it a degree or two say degrees at idle , so long as it doesn't start
detonating under heavy acceleration more advance reduces flat spots a little. Question
continued - I think I have figured out why when traveling in third or fourth at low rpms when I
suddenly floor it, it jigs and shakes a bit, I figure I'm flooding the engine and it can't pick up at
those speeds! Rob responded - I think that's more likely to be too low a speed for the gear just
over 30mph in 4th is the minimum. And the fractional LEAN hesitation would be part of the
cause too. Have you checked and gapped the plugs lately? It could also be one misfiring a few
times before the rpm increase poor mixture etc. Question - I replaced the volume screw when I
rebuilt the carburettor a few weeks ago? As far as the hole being reamed out a bit, I looked
inside with a flashlight but it's hard to tell Rob responded - The carburettor metal is fairly soft
and it wouldn't take much pressure on the screw to force the bottom of the hole larger, but you
couldn? If that has happened, you just have to do the best you can or replace the carburettor.
Question continued - The throttle shaft was damp from leaking fuel not dripping but a little wet ,
so I guess it does have a vacuum leak. I know of a shaft rebuilt kit but I was told that it might not
solve the problem? I still can't explain why I have good idle and acceleration could be smoother
but The other problem that I have is that the car is hard to start when the engine is hot -- you
have to push the gas pedal to the floor and hold it there a while before the car starts with a little
smoke from the exhaust. Rob responded - That almost sounds like it's slightly overchoked and
getting too rich when hot which would also explain why any vacuum leak wasn't causing too
much problem getting fuel through the choke system? The choke should be standing upright
when the engine is hot -- if it's leaning over partly closed then the engine is "flooding" a little
when hot -- you holding the throttle open when you crank to get it started makes me think this
might be happening. Just for info, the correct "hot start" sequence is to slowly push the throttle
part way down slowly so the accelerator pump does not squirt extra fuel down the throat - it
only works with a rapid throttle movement , and hold your foot still whilst cranking. This
prevents flooding a warm engine, so it should start easily. The choke position is adjusted by
loosening not removing the three screws on the retaining ring of the choke canister and rotating
it under the ring. The are alignment marks on the ring and canister body so you can see how
much it's moved. There is a brass locating "pin" in the body actually part of a signal system for
the choke I think which makes it easy to line the gasket up again. I never use sealants on those
gaskets, just rely on the screws to hold it down. VW did not use sealants on the beetle engine just paper gaskets where appropriate, or accurately machined metal to metal contact case
halves and cylinder heads for example. Design by Erin. As a result they can seem a mystery to
those unfamiliar with their workings. A word of caution: most suspected carburetor problems
usually turn out to be ignition problems. In other words, if the engine in your VW is not running
well, the carburetor is the last component you should work on. Instead, start by following these
steps:. Two jets, termed the pilot jet and the main jet, allow gasoline to flow from the fuel bowl.
A throttle butterfly valve in the carburetor controls engine speed by restricting airflow.
Upstream from this sits another butterfly valve, the choke. With the engine cold the choke is
partially closed off, making the fuel-air mixture richer so the engine can run. This allows idle

speed to be progressively reduced as the engine warms up. At idle the throttle valve is almost
completely closed, shutting off airflow. So that the engine can idle a bypass circuit allows the
fuel-air mixture into the inlet tract just below the throttle butterfly. This circuit consists of two
drilled passages, each of which has a screw governing the volume of fuel flowing. These two
screws can be seen just above the fuel cutoff solenoid. The lower, smaller diameter screw was
originally preset at the factory and capped off. This is the volume control screw and consists of
a long, thin needle. The larger screw governs the air bypass and was always intended to be
technician-adjustable. Here are the steps involved in setting up the carb. Notice the iterative
nature of finding the optimal screw positions :. With the engine thoroughly warmed-up, remove
the air filter and check the choke is fully open. If not, the choke mechanism should be adjusted
before making any other changes. With the engine running, look for leaks in the gasket at the
base of the carb. One way to find these is by spraying a small quantity of carb cleaner around
the gasket. A leak will draw this in, momentarily increasing engine speed. Any leak must be
dealt with before proceeding. Unless the carb has recently been rebuilt the two jets should be
taken out and cleaned to ensure there are no blockages. Even just a partial blockage will
prevent the carb and engine from responding to the changes you are going to make. A blast
from an air line is usually sufficient although stubborn deposits may need an application of carb
cleaner. Replace the jets when they are dry. At idle with the engine warm the throttle butterfly
should be almost completely closed. This is set by the fast idle screw which acts on the stepped
cam. This sets the throttle opening. Do not over tighten as that will damage the carb body. This
is the initial setting. Idle speed is set by adjusting the larger screw. Turning it in reduces the
volume of fuel-air mixture flowing, turning it out increases the volume. Turn the screw slowly
while monitoring engine speed. The target is around rpm. Return to the small screw and turn
this slowly to increase engine speed. Usually outwards. It should only need less than a full turn.
If your engine does not now idle smoothly there may be a deeper underlying problem. If all has
gone well though, it will be running like a sewing machine. Before you start A word of caution:
most suspected carburetor problems usually turn out to be ignition problems. Instead, start by
following these steps: Set valve clearances, with the engine cold Set the points gap replacing
points if necessary Set the ignition timing Only when you these are correct should you set
about modifying carburetor settings. Carburetor model numbers can usually be seen stamped
on the side of fuel bowl. Tools needed The only tools needed to set up the carburetor are a
flat-blade screw driver and a tachometer. Carburetor adjustment procedure Here are the steps
involved in setting up the carb. Notice the iterative nature of finding the optimal screw positions
: Initial checks Jet cleaning Fast idle adjustment Volume control screw initial adjustment Idle
speed initial adjustment Volume control screw final adjustment Idle speed final adjustment 1.
Initia
chilton or haynes which is better
2003 sequoia
honda crv 2005
l checks With the engine thoroughly warmed-up, remove the air filter and check the choke is
fully open. Verify that all vacuum hoses are connected. Jet cleaning Unless the carb has
recently been rebuilt the two jets should be taken out and cleaned to ensure there are no
blockages. Fast idle adjustment At idle with the engine warm the throttle butterfly should be
almost completely closed. Hook up the tachometer, replace the air filter and start the engine.
Idle speed initial adjustment Idle speed is set by adjusting the larger screw. Volume control
screw final adjustment Return to the small screw and turn this slowly to increase engine speed.
Find the highest speed then turn the screw inwards so that the revs drop slightly. Idle speed
final adjustment Go back to the bypass screw and turn this to set the idle speed back to rpm.
Smooth running If your engine does not now idle smoothly there may be a deeper underlying
problem. Share on Facebook. Follow us. Was this article helpful? Yes No.

